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Nneske Hearth


Setting.027


	To the North of Coos Bay, up from the coast but short of the intermediate mountain peaks, 
is the shamen lodge of Nneske Hearth.

	Set in a gentle valley, the lodge has four levels.  At the head of the valley, just below the 
mountain crest is a solitary lair.  It is man made and is an urban setting (as is the valley).  Below it 
is a domed glass structure overlooking fields of flowers and volunteer grains.

	Under the 40' x 60' open glass structure is the entrance to the first level of a bi-level bunker, 
built by survivalists.  There is also a well laid fire pit* and well tended grass (for sleeping on).  The 
first level consists of eight 20' (wide) x 10' (high) x 80' (long) rooms, connected by a slanted 10' x 
10' tunnel.

	Each room is ventilated and lighted by hidden vents that surface in the fields.  The rooms are 
mostly empty, save for dust and stray spiderwebs.  

	The first room contains space for bedrolls and a telecom link.  The bedroll area is naturally 
roofed with wood and turf (the original ceiling and roof having been removed).  The link is the limit 
and extent of computer access to the site.  The fifth room contains an hardcopy mage's library.

	The eighth room contains an alchemist's shop.

	The tunnel then ends in a dog-leg and a pressure gate airlock.  Below the airlock is a 
downwards staircase and a second airlock.  Past the sealed door are eight more rooms (same shape), 
each containing bunk beds, sealed food and old-fashioned firearms.  This area has been cleaned and 
sealed off and is not used.

	The forced air, fusion power plant, 8mhz IBM 286AT computers and other misc. materials 
are old-fashioned and (excepting the fusion plant) neither reliable or of use for much but scrap.

	The glass dome and the lair are obviously additions to a ruined survivalist bunker.  As the 
bunker was never used and was not part of the various atrocities and distortions that stalked the 
mountains, it does little to the background count.

	However, living in and around the fire pit is a Great Spirit that has adopted the place.  It is 
a hearth spirit of the Dog Totem.

 Hearth Spirit
Force 14
Energy 7
	Animal Form (dog)
	Astral Gateway
	Personal Domain
	(and the usual accident, alienation, concealment, confusion, guard, search).
	Sorcery Skill 7  
		Analyze Personal Truth			3
		Claivoyance, Extended Range 		7
		Detect Enemies, Extended Range 	7
		Detect Life, Extended Range 		7
		Fire Ball						3
		Heal Deadly Wound 				7
		Influence						5
		Shapechange					3
		Transform						3
		Treat Deadly Wound 				7


	A well laid trail leads from the Eastside Citadel road to the Shaman's Lodge and there are 
usually 2d3-1 initiate shamen and their associates (adepts, alchemists, hiding shadowrunners, etc.) 
visiting in the lodge at any one time.


